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[1] Both proton specific entropy and solar wind composition have been recognized in the
past as markers of boundaries between what was originally slow and fast solar wind
during the declining phase of the solar cycle, when the solar wind alternates between
the two regimes. During the rising phase, when boundaries between regimes are not
apparent, ACE SWICS and SWEPAM data from 1998–1999 show that O7+/O6+ and
proton specific entropy are well-correlated over the full range of complicated time
variations. The correlation holds in spite of the fact that unlike O7+/O6+, entropy is not a
constant of the solar wind flow. At solar maximum however, particularly in 2000, the
correlation between entropy and O7+/O6+ degrades. While the correlation inside known
interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) is much worse throughout 1998–2001, the
correlation outside ICMEs also worsens at solar maximum, possibly owing to unidentified
transient outflows. Outside ICMEs and shocks, entropy structures have decorrelation
times of 5–40 hours and both ln(O7+/O6+) and entropy have Gaussian distributions,
consistent with their correlation. We conclude that except at solar maximum, the processes
affecting entropy in nontransient solar wind act at time scales much smaller than the scales
found here and that entropy is a good a proxy for O7+/O6+. INDEX TERMS: 2164
Interplanetary Physics: Solar wind plasma; 2169 Interplanetary Physics: Sources of the solar wind; 2111
Interplanetary Physics: Ejecta, driver gases, and magnetic clouds; 2102 Interplanetary Physics: Corotating
streams; KEYWORDS: ion abundance ratios, proton entropy, solar maximum, solar wind source
Citation: Pagel, A. C., N. U. Crooker, T. H. Zurbuchen, and J. T. Gosling (2004), Correlation of solar wind entropy and oxygen ion
charge state ratio, J. Geophys. Res., 109, A01113, doi:10.1029/2003JA010010.
1. Introduction
[2] Being able to clearly differentiate different types of
solar wind is a first step in understanding its source. In the
declining phase of the solar cycle through to solar mini-
mum, the heliosphere has a relatively ordered structure; fast
solar wind emanates from large, stable, polar coronal holes
and slow solar wind flows from the magnetic equatorial
region. While the precise origin of slow solar wind is not
known, its boundaries have long been identified as stream
interfaces. First observed as flow shears [Siscoe et al.,
1969], stream interfaces display distinct, often discontinu-
ous, changes in proton density and temperature [Burlaga,
1974; Gosling et al., 1978]. These combine to give a strong
signature in proton specific entropy, which has also been
used to identify stream interfaces [Burlaga et al., 1990;
Siscoe and Intriligator, 1993; Burton et al., 1999].
[3] In Figure 1 we replot results from Burlaga et al.
[1990] to emphasize the clarity of entropy as a marker for
stream structure during the declining phase of the solar
cycle. Figure 1 shows four solar rotations of data from
1974, with solar wind speed, proton specific entropy, proton
temperature, and density plotted in the four panels. Marked
on the plots are approximate stream interfaces as identified
by Burlaga et al. [1990] (in red for the leading interface and
in blue for the trailing interface). The leading interfaces
(from slow to fast wind) are characterized by an abrupt
decrease in density and a sharp increase in temperature. The
trailing interfaces (from fast into slow wind) display the
opposite characteristics, although the trailing edges tend to
be less clearly defined than the leading edges. In Figure 1,
they are predominately characterized by changes in the
density. Between the streams (the regions between the blue
and red lines) lies what Burlaga et al. [1990] term the
heliospheric plasma sheet, with its distinctive high density
and low temperature (see Crooker [2003] for a discussion of
plasma sheet definitions).
[4] Burlaga et al. [1990] concluded that entropy is a good
signature of stream structure in the inner heliosphere (as can
be seen in Figure 1). Beyond 5 AU, however, the entropy
signature becomes less clear, both because the streams start
to coalesce and also because of the increase in entropy due
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to dynamic heating. That entropy increases with distance
from the Sun (by a factor of 10% between 1 and 5 AU
[Burlaga et al., 1990]) is evidence that entropy is not a
constant of solar wind flow.
[5] Geiss et al. [1995] reported distinct ion composition
ratio populations in slow and fast wind. The O7+/O6+ ratio is
a function of freezing-in temperature in the corona. Unlike
specific entropy, the ion ratio is fixed in the solar wind by
five solar radii [Ko et al., 1999; von Steiger et al., 2000],
becoming a constant of the solar wind flow. At that distance
from the Sun, the solar wind is too diffuse for significant
further interactions between solar wind ions and electrons
that change the ionization states. Since this ratio is not
modified by solar wind dynamic processes, it reflects
conditions at the solar surface, with slow wind generally
exhibiting higher O7+/O6+ ratios than fast wind. Slow wind
displays high O7+/O6+ variability, perhaps indicative of the
complex structure of its source regions on the solar surface
[Zurbuchen et al., 2000]. Wimmer-Schweingruber et al.
[1997] showed that solar wind ion ratios (specifically for
carbon and oxygen) exhibit sharp discontinuities at stream
interfaces. They proposed that these boundaries were so
clear as to provide an independent identification for these
interfaces. On the other hand, Zurbuchen et al. [2002]
reported that O7+/O6+ exhibits a clear bimodal distribution
during solar minimum, while at solar maximum the distri-
bution is broad and unimodal, demonstrating a continuum
of solar sources.
[6] Burton et al. [1999] showed that specific entropy
tracked O7+/O6+ in a negative sense in 1992–1993 Ulysses
data during the declining phase of the solar cycle. In
particular, they showed that entropy as well as O7+/O6+
(and Mg/O) mark most stream interfaces on the trailing
edges of fast flows. If, in general, entropy tracks O7+/O6+
well, it has the advantage of high temporal resolution. For
instance, Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. [1997] used density
and temperature data to pin down the precise times of the
stream interfaces for O7+/O6+ signatures.
[7] In this paper, we test for the first time whether specific
entropy tracks O7+/O6+ during the rising phase of the solar
cycle and into solar maximum, when corotating streams are
less prevalent, while interplanetary coronal mass ejections
(ICMEs) and shocks are more frequent. Our focus shifts
from the stream interfaces analyzed in previous studies to
variations in entropy and O7+/O6+ as a function of time. We
will show that these two parameters not only reflect high-
speed and low-speed regimes but that they also track each
other through solar wind flows with no clear boundaries on
the rising phase of the solar cycle. We also show that the
correlations break down at solar maximum and during
ICMEs. We note that by restricting our analysis to O7+/
O6+, we are not addressing differences between different ion
ratios and ion abundances [c.f. McComas et al., 2002].
2. Analysis
[8] We use 1-hour averaged data from the SWICS and
SWEPAM instruments on the ACE spacecraft from 1998 to
2001. Details of the ACE mission as a whole can be found
in the work of Stone et al. [1998], while details for SWICS
and SWEPAM experiments can be found in the work of
Gloeckler et al. [1998] and McComas et al. [1998], respec-
tively. Proton specific entropy is proportional to
ln(Tp/np
g1), where Tp and np represent the proton temper-
ature and number density, respectively. In this paper we use
g = 1.5, consistent with values measured in the solar wind
[Siscoe and Intriligator, 1993; Burton et al., 1999]. While
in the absence of shocks and other dissipative processes,
specific proton entropy (hereafter just called entropy) would
be a constant of the flow [Siscoe and Intriligator, 1993], we
are not claiming that it is a true representation of entropy in
the solar wind. Our use is consistent with prior work by
Burlaga et al. [1990], Siscoe and Intriligator [1993], and
Burton et al. [1999].
2.1. Correlation
[9] Before analyzing the correlation of entropy and O7+/
O6+, we use a short interval of data from 1998 to illustrate
Figure 1. The 1974 Omniweb plasma data, replotted from
Burlaga et al. [1990]. The top panel shows solar wind speed
(km/s), the second panel shows proton specific entropy
(ln(K/cm3/2)), the third shows proton temperature (K), and
the bottom panel shows proton density (cm3). Stream
interfaces are marked in red for the leading interface and in
blue for the trailing interface.
Figure 2. Plots of entropy (ln(K/cm3/2)), solar wind
speed (km/s), and ln(O7+/O6+) for 12 days of 1998 data.
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how closely these parameters can track each other. The
correlation of entropy with speed seen in Figure 1, contin-
ued on the approach to solar maximum, as shown in the top
panel of Figure 2. On the other hand, the solar wind has
considerably more structure than is evident from looking at
the solar wind speed alone [Bame et al., 1977; Feldman et
al., 1977; Zurbuchen et al., 2000]. Zurbuchen et al. [2000]
show that O7+/O6+ is a sensitive indicator of solar wind
variability. During the declining phase of the solar cycle,
O7+/O6+ has a bimodal distribution, expressing the clear
differences between fast and slow wind. At solar maximum,
however, there exists a continuum of O7+/O6+ ratios char-
acterizing the complexity of solar wind source regions and
production mechanisms. Figure 2 shows that entropy also
displays greater variability in slow wind than the wind
speed itself, correlating well with the O7+/O6+ signatures
in the second panel. Since O7+/O6+ is thought to be a robust
indicator of solar wind source region, such a correlation
suggests that entropy too, at least at times, can be used as a
sensitive source region tracer.
[10] Looking now at longer periods, Figures 3 to 6 show
plots of O7+/O6+ ratios from SWICS and entropy from
SWEPAM for 1998 to 2001. The plots are stacked accord-
ing to Carrington rotation, and the ion ratio is plotted on a
natural log scale for better comparison with the entropy.
ICME times, bordered in red, come from a comprehensive
list compiled by Cane and Richardson [2003]. Similarly,
high iron charge distribution events, considered a signature
Figure 3. Specific proton entropy (ln(K/cm3/2)) and oxygen ion ratio of O7+/O6+ for 1998 using ACE
SWEPAM and SWICS data, plotted per Carrington rotation. We plot negative proton entropy to
emphasize the correlation. Both are plotted on a log scale (with entropy in black), and ICME events are
indicated in red and high iron charge distribution events in blue. Shocks from the ACE shock list, not
obviously related to ICME events, have been marked using thick vertical black lines.
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of ICMEs, are bordered in blue and come from a list
compiled by Lepri et al. [2001] from ACE data for 1998
to mid-2000. All are plotted for 1998, but for 1999–2000
only those events not associated with ICMEs are plotted to
avoid clutter. Shocks from the ACE website (courtesy of
C.W. Smith and R.M. Skoug), which are not immediately
followed by, or found within, an ICME are marked with a
thick black vertical line.
[11] The correlation between entropy and ln(O7+/O6+) is
immediately evident in Figures 3 and 4, particularly for
days 37–48, 70–84, and 200–211 in 1998 and days 270–
283, 306–315, and 329–345 in 1999. Also evident is the
lack of correlation throughout most of 2000 (Figure 5),
while the correlation recovers somewhat in 2001 (Figure 6).
It is also clear that the number of shocks and ICMEs
increases significantly for 2000 and 2001 at solar maxi-
mum, where long stretches of ‘‘stable’’ solar wind were rare.
The occasional straight lines evident in the entropy for years
1999–2000 are where SWEPAM data have been linearly
interpolated. We do not use these periods in our study.
[12] To check that the apparent correlation is not just an
artifact of the scales we use for our figures, we normalized
both parameters for the 1998 data by subtracting their total
mean and dividing by their total standard deviation. We then
proceeded in the same way as for Figure 3. The small
sample shown in Figure 7 demonstrates that the correlation
is unaffected for that interval. Similarly, we have checked
that an entropy calculation including both protons and
helium ions (using a formula given by J. Gloag, private
communication, 2003) does not affect the correlations we
observe. We present unnormalized results using only proton
specific entropy in this paper for easier interpretation.
2.2. Time Scales
[13] Following Zurbuchen et al. [2000], we perform a
timescale analysis of entropy variations. Zurbuchen et al.
Figure 4. As for Figure 3 except for 1999.
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[2000] analyzed O7+/O6+ signatures in ACE SWICS data
for days 140–148 in 1998, where the days were chosen to
lie within a single sector of magnetic polarity and away
from ICME signatures. They concluded that the sharp
variations in O7+/O6+ signatures were indicators of ‘‘finite
solar wind sources emitting wind of a particular composi-
tion.’’ Zurbuchen et al. [2000] reported a 1/e decorrelation
time of about 10 hours within their chosen 8-day period for
the typical coherent size of a particular compositional
structure. They relate this time to the size of coronal loops
at the Sun under the assumption that the O7+/O6+ structures
are released from the loops through interchange reconnec-
tion with open field lines [Fisk et al., 1999]. Here, for each
year, we identify periods of at least 6 days which lie outside
both ICME events and the high iron charge distribution
events and do not contain shocks on the ACE shock list. We
then calculate the entropy autocorrelation for lags up to
50 hours. On a semilog plot of the autocorrelation against
time lag, a straight line indicates an exponential decay. The
decorrelation time, t1/e, is taken to be that time where the
autocorrelation falls to 1/e. Three examples from 1998 are
shown in Figure 8, with the dashed lines marking t1/e.
Tables 1 to 4 give the decorrelation times for all the time
periods greater than 6 days for 1998–2001.
[14] The decorrelation times range between 4 and
41 hours, which correspond to radial distances of about
0.05–0.4 AU. For days 140–148, the time period analyzed
by Zurbuchen et al. [2000] (see middle panel of Figure 8),
we get a decorrelation time of 9 hours for entropy, consis-
tent with their 10-hour timescale for O7+/O6+. With our
entire data set, we find timescales up to four times larger.
There is no dependence of these characteristic times on the
interval length, and the range of timescales on the rising
phase (1998 and 1999) are approximately the same as at
solar maximum (2000 and 2001). The wide and reasonably
continuous range is consistent with a continuous range of
Figure 5. As for Figure 3 except for 2000.
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coronal loop sizes and reconnection processes as a source of
slow wind.
[15] Since the time periods selected for the autocorrela-
tion analysis represent reasonably long continuous data
periods, lacking obvious large scale transient disturbances,
we have also calculated the correlation coefficients, r,
between the (negative) proton specific entropy and the
natural log of oxygen ion ratio for these periods. We note
that correlation coefficients depend on the variability of the
parameters and thus the values obtained should be treated
more qualitatively than quantitatively.
[16] The correlation coefficients are given in the right-
hand column of Tables 1 to 4, along with the mean for each
year. The correlations for both 1998 and 1999 are reason-
ably high. The selected intervals in 1998 all have correla-
tions higher than 0.6 and, while 1999 has several intervals
with poor correlation, it also has a large number of highly
correlated intervals. In 2000, the correlations drop off
Figure 6. As for Figure 3 except for 2001.
Figure 7. Normalized specific proton entropy (ln(K/
cm3/2)) and oxygen ion ratio of O7+/O6+ for Carrington
rotation 1994. Both are plotted on a log scale (with
entropy in black). The two ICME events in this period are
marked in red. This Carrington rotation extends from 1998
into the beginning of 1999 (days greater than 365).
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dramatically, with only three out of ten intervals showing
values >0.6, while 2001 shows an increase in the correla-
tion, with five out seven intervals having values 0.55. We
note that in 2000 and 2001 the nontransient intervals of
solar wind are much rarer than on the rising phase of the
solar cycle, so we have shorter intervals for correlation
analysis.
2.3. Probability Distributions of ln(O7+//O6+)
and Entropy
[17] In section 2.2 we showed that in periods of relatively
stable solar wind, where large-scale transient disturbances
are absent, entropy and ln(O7+/O6+) are well correlated on
the rise to solar maximum. Here we consider the probability
distributions of these quantities. Zurbuchen et al. [2000]
calculated the probability distribution of O7+/O6+ for their
8-day period and concluded that it was lognormal, i.e.,
ln(O7+/O6+) exhibited a normal distribution, with mean
1.32 and standard deviation 0.45. We use our full 4 years
of data to calculate the probability distributions of entropy
and ln(O7+/O6+). If both the oxygen ion ratio and the
entropy reflect a similar variability on the solar surface,
then they should follow the same distribution. Being
similarly distributed is consistent with their correlation, if
not in itself a sufficient condition for the parameters to be
correlated.
[18] To calculate the probability distributions, we used all
hourly values of the oxygen ion ratios and entropy from the
periods of solar wind given in Tables 1 to 4. We normalized
each data set by subtracting the mean, mi, and dividing by
the standard deviation, si, to obtain parameters Pi = (Xi 
mi)/si, where Xi is either ln(O
7+/O6+) or ln(T/ng1). After
binning both parameters into histograms, we found their
probability distribution by dividing the count for each bin
by the total count for all the bins and the width of that
particular bin. The resultant probability distributions appear
on the same plot in the top panel of Figure 9, where the
standard normal distribution is shown as a continuous red
line. Also shown are the mean and standard deviation of
each parameter before normalization.
[19] The fit to the standard normal distribution in the top
panel of Figure 9 is excellent, and the mean of ln(O7+/O6+)
(1.49) is close to that found by Zurbuchen et al. [2000]
(1.32), while the standard deviation (0.76) is greater than
their standard deviation (0.45). This is expected given the
much larger data set we are using here. The standard
deviation of the natural log of the oxygen ion ratio and
the entropy are of a similar order of magnitude, suggesting
that they have similar levels of variability. To check further
the quality of the fit to the tails of the distribution, we plot
the same data on a semilog scale in the bottom panel of
Figure 9. It is evident that the fits remain excellent for both
parameters, so we can be confident in asserting that both
Figure 8. Entropy autocorrelation plots indicating scale
sizes of entropy structures in the slow solar wind for these
intervals. The dashed vertical lines mark the decorrelation
time, t1/e. The middle plot coincides with the data used by
Zurbuchen et al. [2000].
Table 1. The 1/e Correlation Times (Column 2) for Various Time
Periods in 1998, Selected for Reasonable Length and Lack of
ICME and Shock Eventsa
Year Days t1/e hours r -entropy, O
7+/O6+
1998 37–48 19 0.78
1998 70–85 19 0.78
1998 114–120 7 0.70
1998 140–148 9 0.63
1998 205–211 30 0.87
1998 276–285 14 0.61
1998 300–307 20 0.84
1998 349–360 12 0.60
Mean 16.3 0.73
aAlso listed are the correlation coefficients, r, between negative proton
entropy and O7+/O6+ (column 3).
Table 2. Same as Table 1 for 1999
Year Days t1/e hours r -entropy, O
7+/O6+
1999 15–22 16 0.34
1999 25–31 9 0.70
1999 36–42 5 0.69
1999 53–59 5 0.18
1999 61–68 11 0.72
1999 72–79 9 0.84
1999 83–106 16 0.62
1999 115–125 11 0.38
1999 146–166 15 0.05
1999 237–255 25 0.56
1999 259–265 26 0.79
1999 270–283 26 0.77
1999 284–294 36 0.80
1999 306–315 22 0.81
1999 329–345 41 0.81
1999 350–358 27 0.74
Mean 18.3 0.61
Table 3. Same as Table 1 for 2000
Year Days t1/e hours r -entropy, O
7+/O6+
2000 28–36 41 0.81
2000 62–68 10 0.05
2000 80–87 26 0.66
2000 108–113 17 0.25
2000 213–221 8 0.17
2000 236–245 14 0.25
2000 265–273 22 0.01
2000 295–301 9 0.02
2000 324–330 12 0.14
2000 338–345 36 0.71
Mean 18.9 0.22
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ln(O7+/O6+) and ln(T/ng1) follow normal distributions.
That is O7+/O6+ and T/ng1 are both lognormal.
[20] The fact that ln(O7+/O6+) and ln(T/ng1) remain well
correlated outside ICMEs and shocks implies that the
processes heating the solar wind and increasing its entropy,
must be acting at much smaller scales than the typical
timescales found in section 2.2. If they were acting at
larger-scale sizes, the entropy distribution would be likely
to have a different shape than the ln(O7+/O6+) distribution,
which is thought to be preserved from the Sun. Increases of
entropy at smaller scales however, as long as they are
relatively uniform, act only to change the mean of the
distribution.
3. Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections
[21] Under time-varying conditions and heat-generating
processes, entropy is not a constant of solar wind flow.
Shocks are known to modify the entropy, reducing its
correlation with ln(O7+/O6+), and it might be expected that
ICMEs do, as well. Figures 3 to 6 seem inconclusive on this
point; there are some ICME events where the correlation
between entropy and ln(O7+/O6+) obviously breaks down,
e.g., for days 296–298 or days 311–315 in 1998 but other
events where the correlation seems to remain high, e.g.,
days 175–178 or days 150–154 in 1998. Calculating
correlation coefficients over short timescales, certainly over
timescales of less than a day, encompassing less than 25 data
points, can be misleading, so we have not calculated
correlation coefficients for all the ICME events for which
we have data. However, we have calculated coefficients for
all ICME events lasting at least one and a half days,
combining two or more ICME events if they occurred
within a day of each other, and these are listed in Tables 5
to 8. These correlation coefficients will naturally be less
reliable than those calculated above for the non-ICME
intervals, all of which were of at least 6 days duration.
Nonetheless, the poor correlation in these long-lasting
ICME events is noticeable for all years, with several events
even exhibiting negative correlation. Since the O7+/O6+
ratios are frozen into the solar wind within a few solar radii
of the Sun, from the reduced correlations we infer that it is
the entropy that is being affected by some dynamic pro-
cesses associated with the ICME.
[22] To check for any systematic patterns in the correla-
tions that depend on whether the ICME was a magnetic
cloud or not, we use the identifications of Cane and
Richardson [2003] based on criteria originally set out by
Burlaga et al. [1981]. Neither the actual value of the
correlations, nor the relative values of the entropy and
oxygen ion ratios, depended on whether the ICME was a
magnetic cloud or not.
Table 4. Same as Table 1 for 2001
Year Days t1/e hours r -entropy, O
7+/O6+
2001 65–73 6 0.55
2001 121–126 9 0.24
2001 160–167 22 0.66
2001 183–189 4 0.39
2001 218–222 3 0.74
2001 233–239 9 0.84
2001 335–344 21 0.60
Mean 10.6 0.57
Table 5. Correlation Coefficients Between ln (O7+/O6+) and
Negative Proton Entropy for ICME Events in 1998













Figure 9. The distributions of ln(T/ng1) and ln(O7+/O6+),
where both parameters have been normalized. Their mean
and standard deviation are given in the top panel. Entropy is
plotted in black and oxygen in green. The red line is the
standard normal distribution (i.e., the normal distribution
with mean zero and standard deviation one). Both
parameters seem to fit this distribution well. To check for
fits at the tails of the distribution, we also plot the same
thing on semilog scale (bottom panel) and we see that the fit
remains excellent.
Table 6. Same as Table 5 for 1999
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[23] We also looked for any dependence of the correlation
within ICMEs on mean entropy and oxygen ion ratios but
found none. Figures 10 and 11 show the correlation plotted
against entropy and ln(O7+/O6+), respectively, both for times
without ICMEs or shocks from Tables 1 to 4 and ICME
times from Tables 5 to 8. Both figures show clearly that the
correlation outside ICMEs is generally much higher than
that within and that no obvious patterns emerge. The range
of values for both parameters is greater within ICMEs than
within the non-transient solar wind, with values of the
oxygen ion ratio being generally higher (Figure 11) and
the entropy generally lower (Figure 10), due primarily to the
lower temperatures inside ICMEs.
[24] We note that all but three of the high iron charge
distribution events given by Lepri et al. [2001] coincide
with the ICMEs identified by Cane and Richardson [2003].
In 1999 and 2000, two of these events overlap with a period
lacking SWEPAM data, but the third event on days 90–94
in 1998 seems to coincide with a period of poor correlation
for entropy and oxygen ion ratio. Detailed data for this
period suggest that the lack of correlation is probably due to
some anomalous ionisation at the Sun leading to variable,
but high, oxygen and iron composition signatures.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
[25] We have used ACE SWICS and SWEPAM data from
1998 through to 2001 to investigate correlations between
O7+/O6+ and proton specific entropy in the solar wind at
1 AU. We have shown that on the rise to solar maximum,
1998–1999, entropy is in remarkably good correlation with
O7+/O6+, in spite of the high variability of both parameters
Figure 10. Correlation between proton specific entropy
and ln(O7+/O6+) plotted against mean entropy. The top
panel is for time periods outside ICME, high-iron or shock
events from Tables 1 to 4, and the bottom panel is for ICME
events given in Cane and Richardson [2003] and Tables 5
to 8. Events are color-coded so that red signifies 1998, blue
signifies 1999, green signifies 2000, and cyan signifies
2001.
Figure 11. As for Figure 10 except the correlations are
plotted against ln(O7+/O6+) instead. Note the wider range of
O7+/O6+ in ICMEs than outside them.
Table 7. Same as Table 5 for 2000


















Table 8. Same as Table 5 for 2001
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in this time period. We calculated correlation coefficients
for periods greater than 6 days that did not include large-
scale transient disturbances or shocks and found reasonably
high values for the 2 years, often higher than 0.75. At solar
maximum in 2000 however, the correlation between the two
parameters drops sharply, with some recovery evident in
2001.
[26] The results imply that outside ICMEs during the
rising phase of the solar cycle, the proton specific entropy is
a good indicator of solar wind stream structure over the
continuum of dynamic states found by Zurbuchen et al.
[2002]. Thus except at the peak of solar maximum, entropy
provides a reasonably good tracer for stream sources in
cases where O7+/O6+ data are lacking and in cases where
high temporal resolution is required. Since entropy is not a
constant of the flow, its continuing correlation with O7+/O6+
implies that the variability we see in entropy at 5–40 hour
timescales, rather than entropy itself, is preserved from its
solar source. We suggest that the processes which increase
the entropy in the solar wind must be acting at scales much
smaller than 5–40 hours, and they must be acting consis-
tently. These conclusions are substantially supported by the
fact that entropy and ln(O7+/O6+) have the same probability
distribution.
[27] Candidate processes for increasing entropy are those
which directly result in proton heating, since protons are
hotter than they should be if the solar wind were expanding
adiabatically. One possibility is turbulent heating. The solar
wind is known to be highly turbulent in both slow and fast
wind [e.g., Roberts and Goldstein, 1991; Goldstein and
Roberts, 1995], and the turbulent cascade transfers heat
through the successively smaller scales until finally dissi-
pating at the proton gyroscale. Thus turbulence heats pro-
tons on timescales of about 4 s in the solar wind. For more
on these issues see, e.g., Coleman [1968] or Li et al. [2001].
An investigation of this hypothesis should prove an inter-
esting future study.
[28] Using lists of ICMEs provided by Cane and
Richardson [2003], we found that the correlation between
entropy and O7+/O6+ was markedly poorer in ICME events
compared to non-transient events. Since most ICMEs have
depressed proton temperature [Gosling et al., 1973;
Richardson and Cane, 1995], it is difficult to assess whether
the poor correlations are the result of interplanetary dynam-
ics or are due to solar processes during CME formation.
One likely candidate for heating that spans the two regimes
is large-scale reconnection in the wake of CME liftoff, as
evidenced in X ray arcade events [e.g., Gosling et al.,
1995]. Reconnection in the wake of CMEs lasts for at least
a day and probably longer [e.g., Crooker et al., 2002].
Whatever causes the breakdown of correlation in ICMEs
may also be responsible for the poor correlations found
outside ICMES in 2000, at solar maximum. This would be
the case if much of the solar wind at that time contained
transient material not recognised as ICMEs [e.g., Crooker et
al., 2002].
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